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Summer Programs for 2012
Five Day Intensive Programs – designed for explosive results in just one week
Practice Intensive ($220) – five lessons for the price of four!
Our most popular program for the last five years, this five‐day guided practice intensive
immerses students in a practice routine that yields amazing results. Incorporating our
revolutionary and effective new “chunk” approach, participants get five days in a row of 60
minute sessions. This is the program that gives students the experience of “how to practice.”
We recommend this program to any student that wants rapid improvement.
Practice Intensive for Beginners ($135)
Similar to the 60 minute Practice Intensive, this program is geared toward beginners.
Participants get five days in a row of fully guided 30 minute sessions.
Jazz Improvisation Intensive ($220)
We have discovered the most effective way to teach students jazz improvisation and this is the
program. Participants get five days in a row of 60 minute sessions in which theory and guided
improvisation are the focus. This program is our best system for students to get started in jazz.
Studio Recording Intensive ($220)
With this intensive, students can learn how to use virtual instruments to make recordings in
our recording studio. Mastering techniques, file conversion and composition are part of this
cutting edge experience. Again, participants get five days of 60 minute sessions (note: these
sessions don’t have to be on successive days).
Theory Intensive ($220)
This Five Day Intensive a focuses on music theory, ear training and notation. Participants get
five days in a row of 60 minute sessions.

Other Programs
Twice Weekly (same rate as normal lessons)
Summertime is actually the best time to ramp up lesson participation. Two lessons per week
causes students to practice in a more focused way as they set smaller, more attainable goals
between lessons and achieve them more easily.
Buddy System (same rate as normal lessons)
This is a great value for those of you who seek longer lesson times at the same price as lessons
throughout the year. In this program, you share the time with a teacher along with a practice
partner (who is practicing in another room). You get twice the practice time, which is
supervised, for the same cost as normal lessons.

